
DESIGN IT!

DESIGN GUIDE

For additional products plus free activities,  
crafts and inspiration, visit:

doodlehog.com 

Introduction
Design, fuse and gift one-of-a-kind cards for 
birthdays, special occasions and everyday 
delight – you create it, they appreciate it! Your 
kit includes patterns, perfectly paired color 
palettes, tips and instructions (below), along 
with everything else you need for DIY fun!

Getting Started
Take beads out of plastic bag and place them in 
the reusable tray compartments. Next, choose 
your pattern and matching pegboard shape 
(square or circle). Now you’re ready to get started!

Materials
1,500 Fuse Beads

2 Transparent Pegboards
10 Bead Patterns
6 Ironing Papers

6 Greeting Cards & Envelopes
8 Adhesive Dots

1 Alphabet Stamp Set with Ink Pad 
1 Tweezers

What You'll Need  
From Home:

Iron and heat proof surface  
(adult supervision)

Place the pattern 
underneath the pegboard. 
Make sure the pattern is 
properly aligned with the 
pegs. Each bead should 
center around a peg.

Place beads onto pegs with 
tweezers using designated 
colors from patterns. 
Continue until pattern is 
covered by beads.

TIP: Work from the 
bottom up or top down. 

Working by color can 
cause the beads to fall 
off pegs more easily.
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good vibes only

Watch 
instructions 
video here



GIFT IT!

@doodlehogcrafts #doodlehogmakers

Carefully place ironing 
paper over completed 
design. 

With adult supervision, 
heat a dry iron to a medium 
setting.
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Once completed, flip over 
off of pegboard and let cool 
before removing paper.
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FUSE IT!

GIFTING IDEAS & INSPO

Using a circular motion, 
begin running the iron over 
the beads for approx. 10 
seconds.

TIP: Use wax paper 
instead of ironing paper 
to give your creation a 

shiny finish!

TIP: Place a book  
or something heavy on 

top of design for half an 
hour to prevent creation 

from curling.
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Stick an adhesive dot to the 
back of your bead creation 
by peeling off one of the 
dot’s backings. Remove the 
other backing, then center 
and stick your creation to a 
blank card. 

Get creative! Using stamps 
and ink, write a fun message 
or customize with a name.  
Personlize the card to 
be from you! Place in an 
envelope and give the gift 
of a homemade card.
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good vibes only

good vibes only

have an ice dayhappy bae day

make a wish

Lift Iron and check on 
beads. If beads have not 
melted, continue ironing 
in circular motion. You will 
see beads melting onto the 
paper when completed.
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best mum ever

smile like  
you mean it

you are looking 
sharp today i am so over it

get this party 
poppin you are magical


